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inBrief
Get more from human machine interface technology with 
advice from the experts  - EAO

This edition of inTouch is devoted to helping you - valued EAO customers - get the 
most out of technology in the world of human-machine interfaces (HMI). 

We’ve compiled a new library of articles - white papers, technical articles and case 
studies - offering expert opinions on new and emerging HMI technologies, practical 
advice on HMI design, and solutions to many common switching problems. See the 
list, below right, then visit eao.com/download

On pages five to seven we’re revealing what we, as experts, think are the most impor-
tant considerations for designing human machine interfaces. We’re also bringing you 
the latest product news, like our record-breaking new Series 51 stop switch, which is 
just perfect for compact handheld units.

There’s extra support on our website - eao.com. Our new Product Finder will guide 
you to the right product, help you assemble a complete switch, and create a custom-
ised datasheet for each selection.  We’re also offering 3D views and downloads of our 
most popular parts, so you can see them in your designs before you start building. 

Enjoy our magazine! Your International EAO Team

EAO.COM - reaches the parts other 
websites can’t find 
EAO.COM has a new Product Finder. 
Goetz Kogler, EAO Webmaster, said: 
‘With so much choice on our website, it’s 
important to have an intuitive way of find-
ing the right HMI device for a particular 
application.’ Visit eao.com/search 

New stop-request button complies 
with TSI PRM
Featuring a Series 84 button with raised 
symbols and an illuminated LED ‘halo’, 
this pole-mounting stop-request looks at 
home in any modern passenger environ-
ment. Visit eao.com/download 
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The world’s fi rst stop switch with a mounting depth of less than 19mm has 
been developed by EAO – the expert partner for human machine interfaces. 
The compact Series 51 stop switch utilises a monoblock design with a built in contact 
block to set a new lower-depth standard. This not only reduces the behind-panel size, 
it protects it from damage caused by heavy-handed use in a shutdown situation. The 
single-piece design, which fi ts into a 16mm cut-out, is less time consuming to mount, 
and there’s fewer parts to order. 

The front is dust, oil and watertight to IP65 and suitable for use in polluted, aggressive 
environments. EAO offers a protective shroud to prevent unintentional use and damage 
from falling objects. The design is tested beyond 100,000 actuations so it’s a genuine 
fi t-and-forget product.

The Series 51 stop switch is compatible with operating voltages from 10µA/100µV 
up to 250V/5A. There’s a choice of connections including solder/plug-in, solder, or 
universal (Plug-in, Solder, PCB). It is not EN 60947-5-1 compliant. For the datasheet, 
visit eao.com/download

World’s shortest stop 
switch
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Expert opinions and advice - for free

We’d like to give you something for free, so we’ve created a library of use-
ful technical articles and white papers on a range of subjects - a few are 
listed below. Visit eao.com/download

Designing Effective HMI Systems

Essential Features of HMI Component Design 

HMI Systems for Electronics Production Applications

Interface Technology Considerations for HMI Systems

Environmental Protection of HMI Components

EAO’s new Series 
51 stop switch 
has a behind-
panel depth of 
less than 19mm
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What technology should I use for my 
operator interface? 

Knowledge of the core 
systems technology, com-
munications protocols, 
ergonomics, safety and 
industry-specifi c regula-
tions is absolutely critical to 
optimal HMI system design

(continues page 7)

Touchscreens, haptics and GUIs are gaining support throughout modern 
human-machine interfaces. It’s hard to imagine how we ever managed to con-
trol our equipment without them! 

Typical■of■these■is■projective■capacitive■touch■(PCT)■technology.■Gaining■popularity■in■con-

sumer■electronics,■particularly■smart■phones,■it■wasn’t■long■before■industrial■designers■were■

hooked■by■the■broad■range■of■performance■advantages.■With■highly■responsive■support■for■

multi-touch,■they■can■be■intuitively■easy■to■use,■system■resource■effi■cient,■engaging■for■the■

user,■and■give■the■fi■nished■product■a■cutting-edge■look■and■feel.■They’re■now■found■every-

where■from■factory■and■automation■systems■to■public■transport■vehicles.■Given■that■a■typical■

system■requires■minimal■maintenance,■can■endure■a■degree■of■rough■treatment,■and■is■also■

resistant■to■water,■dirt■and■harsh■cleaning■fl■uids,■it’s■easy■to■understand■why.

Not■every■HMI■would■benefi■t■from■a■capacitive■iPhone-like■interface,■though.■In■other■applica-

tions,■for■example■where■motion■is■controlled,■it■might■be■far■less■effective■than■a■joystick■for■

making■fi■ne,■granular■adjustments.■Likewise,■discrete■switches■are■sometimes■preferred■to■

touchscreens■for■primary■controls■like■On/Off,■and■slide■switches■can■be■an■effi■cient■way■to■

switch■between■operational■modes.■■

With an ever-increasing pool of technology, a new approach and understanding of HMI 
design and interaction is needed. Knowledge of the core systems technology, commu-
nications protocols, ergonomics, safety and industry-specifi c regulations is absolutely 
critical to optimal HMI system design, along with an understanding of a typical opera-
tors experience, psychology and behaviour within a specifi ed operating environment. 
The over-arching principle must always be, to fi t the technology to the application. The 
driving priority might tilt toward ergonomics, for example, as is the case for disabled-
access public transport vehicles. On the other hand, production fl oor applications are 
typically robust and strictly functional, driven by the need to withstand a harsh envi-
ronment. EAO, as an expert in human machine interface development, recommends 
these areas for consideration before settling on a particular HMI technology. 

General functionality 
How many functions will be controlled by this interface? How many times is a button 
pressed or an operation repeated? Are there safety considerations? The goal is to 
provide an HMI system that clearly communicates the information necessary to ac-
complish the specifi c task.

Degree of input complexity 
Input can be as simple as an On/Off switch or a touchscreen display. Touchscreen HMI 
systems are very popular across all industries because they can simplify complex op-
erations and tolerate a moderate degree of rough use. They are used in clean produc-
tion environments, for example, in the semiconductor industry, where they are often 
interfaced to machines that perform many different sets of processes. 

Tactile feedback and haptics
Feedback is critical to operator effectiveness and effi ciency, whether it’s visual, audi-
tory, tactile, or any combination necessary. It is essential in systems that have no 
mechanical travel, such as a touchscreen or capacitive device with no moving parts. 
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Pictured here: 
handheld control 
panel with CANbus 
for pharmaceutical 
packaging machine 

EAO thoroughly examines the technical, environmental 
and commercial specifi cations of each project, applying 
the most appropriate technology to create highly usable 
interfaces. 

This fl exible use of technology enables EAO to develop 
highly effi cient, safe, dependable and affordable human 
machine interfaces.

Rapid Prototyping

Design becomes reality through rapid solid 
modelling using 3D printing and stereolithog-
raphy.

PCB Design

Surge protection and safety circuits, PCB 
design and manufacturing, SMT placement, 
assembly and inspection.

Housings & Enclosures

Tough, light, ergonomically-moulded housings 
in plastic, fi breglass or metal. Impact, water 
and oil resistant to IP standards. 

Serial bus Interfaces
J1939■and■CAN■bus■modules■and■drivers■for■
vehicle■interfaces.■Other■bus■types■available,■
e.g.■DeviceNet,■FoundationFieldbus,■

PROFIBUS,■Ethernet. 

Displays & Touchscreens

Rugged displays with touchscreen interfaces 
and software.

Components

Rugged pushbuttons, selectors, keylocks, 
lever switches, emergency-stops, membranes 
and tact switches. Protective shrouds, fl ip 
guards and silicon covers.
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(continued from page 5)

Haptic technology, or haptics, is a tactile feedback technology 
that typically uses vibrations to provide user feedback. It’s now 
widely used to compensate for flat, unresponsive surfaces. 

Environmental considerations
Environmental stresses include exposure to moisture and the 
elements, temperature extremes, wear and tear, vandalism, and 
general rough use characteristic of harsh environments such as 
an industrial production floor. For exterior use, it’s worth con-
sidering the effects of changing light conditions and prolonged 
exposure to UV radiation.

Lifecycle durability
A product is as good as its weakest link. If the HMI fails, it is 
most often perceived as a failure of the core system itself. Be-
cause it’s the critical link, the interface should be designed to an 
even higher level of reliability. 

Style
Operators respond well to an engaging interface. Ergonomic 
technologies, such as responsive tactile feel and colour illumina-
tion, support the sales propositions of high-end products. HMI 
style considerations are effective when they help differentiate a 
product and deliver a unique selling proposition.

Regulatory/standards considerations
Depending on the ultimate product application, observing ap-
propriate standards assures that a product will meet industry cri-
teria. Standards govern placement of components, legend size 
and colour, emergency-stop switch configuration and guards, 
and other ergonomic factors that improve usability, efficiency, 
and operator safety. 

Once you have defined the HMI functionality, you are ready to 
investigate control technologies. 

Cursor controls 
This includes trackballs, joysticks, touchpads. They enable 
granular, pixel-by-pixel movement at a higher resolution than 
a typical PC point-and-click controller. A medical device used 
for keyhole surgery, for example, requires the finest degree of 
control.

Pushbuttons and switches 
Illuminated buttons offer strong advantages when a quick visual 
indication is desired. They are also useful for gloved operators. 
Rocker/toggle switches provide higher current capability and 
can handle direct power without a relay. Rotary-switch and key-
locks serve best when the application requires position indica-
tors. Keylocks provide an additional layer of security to the appli-
cation. Slide switches offer ease-of-use and low-cost switching. 
EAO offers one of the world’s largest ranges of switches and 
HMI components - see more at eao.com

Touchscreens and interactive displays
The use of these has exploded during the last decade. The most 
popular touchscreen technologies are capacitive and resistive, 
though infrared and Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) still have their 
place. Each possesses unique qualities so it’s important to make 
a selection in the early design stages.

Capacitive touchscreen technology consists of an insulator 
surface such as glass, which is coated with a transparent con-
ductor that transmits a finger’s electrical charge to embedded 
sensors. The resulting change in capacitance activates the on/
off signal. Projective capacitive touch (PCT) technology offers 
greater resolution without direct contact. It’s fast, precise and 
supports multi-touch. PCT screens can transmit up to 90% of 
the monitor light (compared to around 50% by resistive touch-
screens), resulting in a clearer picture.

Resistive touchscreen technology offers cost-effective, durable 
performance in environments where equipment must stand up 
to contaminants and liquids, such as restaurants, factories, and 
medical environments. The glass screen covers two opposing 
layers, each coated with indium tin oxide. When touched, the 
conductive coating makes electrical contact with the coating on 
the outer layer, and the touch coordinates are registered by the 
controller. Resistive touchscreens don’t support multi-touch. 

Infrared touchscreen technology projects horizontal and vertical 
beams of infrared light over the surface of the screen. When a 
finger or other object breaks those beams, the X/Y coordinates 
are logged. These cost-effective touchscreens can also be used 
by workers with gloves and are relatively impervious to damage.

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) touch technology sends acoustic 
waves across a glass surface from one transducer to another 
positioned on an X/Y grid. The receiving transducer detects if a 
wave has been disrupted by touch and identifies its coordinates 
for conversion to an electrical signal. SAW serves well in outdoor 
and harsh environments because it can be activated by a heavy 
stylus or gloved fingers. SAW allows 100% light throughput 
and perfect image clarity, making it best for displaying detailed 
graphics. However, it is the most expensive of the four technolo-
gies. 

See eao.com/download for more information and advice about common 
HMI design issues.
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inAction
Everyday, our products are relied on by millions across 
industry - that’s why EAO customers demand the best

EAO is driven by the needs of our customers.  Our broad range of competencies 
makes us the ideal partner for developing high-quality, innovative and totally reliable 
human machine interfaces (HMI). We understand the needs of companies who have 
embraced new technology, ‘lean manufacturing’, and global logistics and sourcing. 
They demand the best partner, one who will collaborate with them and bring new 
expertise while providing a flexible and cost-competitive service. 

These companies use our expertise to complement their core capabilities for design-
ing and integrating HMI systems. More than just a contract manufacturer, we become 
an extension of their design team, allowing them to gain design capacity and quicker 
turnaround times. EAO  offers global expertise in the following areas:

■■ HMI■system■design■and■layout■that■is■functional■and■intuitive.

■■ The■most■appropriate■technology■for■each■application.

■■ Knowledge■of■all■safety,■ergonomic,■industry,■and■international■standards.

■■ Modern■design-to-manufacturing■methods■such■as■3D■CAD/CAM/CAE■(Solid■Edge,■Auto-

CAD,■Pro/ENGINEER■and■SolidWorks).

■■ Rapid■prototyping■techniques■for■plastic■components■and■short-run■PCBs.

■■ Planned■production■processes■to■ensure■just-in-time■delivery.

■■ Supply■chain■management■–■service■and■procurement■of■parts■on■a■global■level.

EAO is underpinned by a dynamic Total Quality Man agement system linked to all 
aspects of our business, and we’re certified and man aged to ISO 9001:2008, ISO 
14001:2004, IRIS rev. 2 (International Railway Industry Standard) and other standards 
as required.

What makes EAO different?

EAO examines technical considerations, benchmark technologies, operat-
ing environments, ergonomics and commercial specifications. The oper-
ating equipment is carefully aligned to task, to enable users and technolo-
gies to work in complete harmony. This results in a higher-quality, more 
functional and easier to use human machine interface.
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Download Technical article

Download Case Study

Machinery and Automation: Operator controls for CNC, semiconductor production, process control, 
packaging, measuring equipment, robotics

Transportation: Operator controls for door access systems, cockpits and driver controls, emergency-call 
equipment, passenger information systems

For public transport 
vehicles, the key to an 
effective HMI system is 
consistent and predict-
able performance with 
time-proven controls 
that are familiar to 
multiple operators

Download Technical article

Download Case Study

Not all products shown in these images are produced by EAO

Manufacturing and 
process industries 
require HMIs with 
a variety of switch-
ing technologies to 
address the range of 
functionality within the 
overall system
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Products shown in this image are not produced by EAO

EAO’s range of rugged, 
dependable products 
and its HMI competen-
cies is especially well-
suited to the tough, 
dynamic requirements 
of the lifting and mov-
ing industries

Lifting and Moving: Operator controls for heavy-duty vehicles, cranes, boom lifts, forklift trucks, tailgate ramps, 
conveyors, robotics, special ground-support equipment 

Medical: Operator controls for Ultrasound, X-Ray equipment, endoscopy, MRI scanners

Medical industry 
customers will ben-
efi t from our ‘best fi t’ 
use of technology and 
our expertise in sub-
assembly and global 
parts procurement

Download Technical article

Download Case Study

Download Technical article

Not all products shown in these images are produced by EAO
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One world, one goal 
We love the environment, and for this reason we want 
to reduce industrial waste, contamination and pol-
lution. We are working in a way that exemplifi es the 
Swiss manufacturing tradition and towards the goal of 
eliminating all hazardous substances in our products. 
Plus, our employees are involved in a company-wide 
recycling programme. EAO is compliant to:

■■ ISO14001:■Worldwide■environmental■management■

standards.

■■ ROHS■Directive:■Restrictions■of■the■use■of■hazardous■

substances.

■■ WEEE:■Waste■Electrical■and■Electronic■Equipment■

Directive.

EAO is offering a new spring ter-
minal connector technology for 
the Series 04 switch range. 
The Series 04 PIT (push-in terminal), 
which features a spring terminal 
connection from Phoenix Contact, 
reduces assembly times by up to 
70% compared to screw terminals. 
It offers a more reliable, secure con-
nection in combination with a very 
high resistance to vibration. 
Wiring becomes very easy: when a 
stripped wire-end is pushed into the 
spring terminal, it closes automati-
cally and applies the correct pressure 
to maintain a secure connection over 
the lifetime of the switch. Depending 
on the application, not even bootlace 
ends (core-end sleeves) are needed.
Visit eao.com/news 

Add the WOW factor with programmable 
illuminated buttons

The Series 84 PCB range of buttons and indicators opens up new possibilities for 
illuminated control panels. A spectrum of different colours can be generated from a 
single switch by combining up to 10 different coloured LEDs in one unit: eight around 
the lens and one bi-colour in the middle.   

When connected, the LEDs can be programmed to change colour, pulse, fl ash and 
illuminate the edge. This makes it possible to display several functions on a single 
switch. For example, the status cycle of “warm up” can be illuminated yellow in a 
chasing motion sequence around the switch bezel; a “system go” phase can then be 
illustrated with a green illuminated lens; and a “system stop” can be shown by a red 
blinking bezel. Feature-packed control panels can be created in even smaller sizes. 

The actuator, which is transparent, is mounted on the PCB by means of a newly 
developed fl ange with snap-on connector. There’s a choice of fl at or raised, plastic or 
aluminum lenses. The complete switch fi ts into a Ø 22.5mm cut-out.

Series 84 PCB switches are ideal for instrumentation and medical devices, machinery 
and process controls. Watch the video! Visit eao.com/Series84
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2011 Global Exhibitions

EDS (Electronic Distribution Show) 

Las Vegas, USA 24-26.05.2011 

Railtex 

London, UK  14-16.06.2011

Suissetraffic 

Bern, Switzerland 06-09.09.2011

ECL 2011  

Brussels, Belgium 22-23.09.2011

APTA EXPO 2011 

New Orleans, USA 03-05.10.2011

Elektrotechniek 

Utrecht, Nederland  05-07.10.2011

TRAKO  

Gdansk, Poland 11-14.10.2011

Subcontractor 2011  

Jönköping, Sweden 08-11.11.2011

SPS/IPC/Drives  

Nürnberg, Germany 22-24.11.2011

Get inTouch

Austria  +49 (0) 201 85 87 0  eao.at

Belgium  +32 (0) 3 777 82 36  eao.be

China  +852 (0) 27 86 91 41  eao.com

France  +33 (0) 1 64 43 37 37  eao.fr

Germany  +49 (0) 201 85 87 0  eao.de

Italy  +39 (0) 035 481 0189  eao.com

Japan  +81 (0) 3 5444 5411  eao.com

Netherlands  +31 (0) 78 653 17 00  eao.nl

Sweden  +46 (0) 8 683 86 60  eao.se

Switzerland  +41 (0) 62 388 95 00  eao.ch

United Kingdom  +44 (0) 1444 236 000  eao.co.uk

USA  +1 (0) 203 877 4577  eaoswitch.com

Other countries  +41 (0) 62 286 92 10  eao.com

...and finally

3D■drawings■of■EAO■products■are■

available■for■download■in■a■choice■

of■formats■at■eao.com

EAO now offers a PRM TSI-
compliant Series 56 door opening 
pushbutton with illuminated open/
close symbols. The switch is carefully 
designed to improve usability for 
disabled passengers.

The M.series range of rugged key-
pads now includes an 8mm deep 
low-profile version. It is especially 
well suited to security and access 
control equipment, vending ma-
chines, or any application where 
space is restricted. 

Visit eao.com/news
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